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Big SpeNdeR. 
The SuN beSTOwS uS wiTh vAST quANTiTieS 
Of puRe eNeRgy 

Where there is sun, there is life. Since time immemorial. This end-
less ball of energy radiates free of charge – and contains the grea-
test potential of all renewable energy sources. in only 3 hours the 
sun delivers as much energy to earth as the entire population of 
the earth uses in a year! altogether the sun emits 5,000 times more 
energy onto our planet than required by the entire human race  
together! We would be extremely foolish not to accept this manna 
from heaven. out of respect for nature. as a responsibility to our 
children. for the love of life.

Solar thermal systems convert solar energy to snug 
warmth and help keep a clear conscience.

ecO-fRieNdLy

eNeRgy-efficieNT

duRAbLe ThANKS T0 
 mATuRe TechNOLOgy

cOST-efficieNT

SecuRe iN SuppLy

The AdvANTAgeS AT A gLANce
■ Clean, environmentally friendly and economical energy
■ Considerable reduction in Co2 emissions: a single household 

can save one tonne of Co2 thanks to a solar heating system
■ Cutting-edge technology: individually manufactured, fast instal-

lation, low maintenance requirements
■ independent of energy prices from fossil fuel resources
■ absolute supply security
■ federal and state financial incentives
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pRO-cLeAN® STRATified chARgiNg wiTh 
 SpheRicAL exchANgeR
(measured at PC 800 with 14 m² fa collectors) 

hot water tends to rise while cold water sinks. The innovative 
 Pro-Clean® spherical exchanger utilises this gravitational principle 
of physics. it generates water of different temperatures in different 
layers in the tank thereby providing the optimum water temperature 
in the correct layer, depending on consumer. Pro-Clean® solar 
stratified charging enables the solar energy obtained to be utilised 
much sooner than in traditional tank systems.

1) Start of the solar 
charging
Tank cold, approx. +15 °C

2) After 5 mins.
Stratified charging in the spherical 
exchanger and heating in upper tank.

Spherical exchanger
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TiSuN SOLAR TANK SySTemS
The hot water produced by the solar collector is collected in a 
solar tank and fed to the house sanitary and heating installations. 
TiSuN solar tank systems are compatible with all common heating 
systems. Space-saving construction, simple installation, modern 
design and high efficiency make these the ideal solution for sustai-
nable energy saving. example: 1,000 litre tank + 18 m² solar collector 
area = energy savings of 5,800 kWh per year. every TiSuN tank 
comes with a 5-year guarantee.

■ TiSuN SOLAR STRATified TANK
	 ■ Pro-Clean®

	 ■ Pro-Clean® 2Wr
	 ■ Pro-heat

■ TiSuN SOLAR TANK
	 ■ Solar-fresh water tank
	 ■ Backup tank
	 ■ enamelled hot water tank

fRee deLiveRy SuNShiNe. 
eVeN oN raiNy DayS.
ThANKS TO The iNNOvATive TiSuN SOLAR TANK 
SySTemS
even a small solar thermal system provides up to 60 % of the required 
hot water over a year. While the collector captures the rays of the 
sun and converts them to heat, the solar tank‘s job is to collect the 
hot water. The house sanitary and heating installations are fed by 
these reserves. This allows us to take a hot shower even when the 
sun isn‘t shining.

whAT exAcTLy hAppeNS iN A TANK?
The tank in a solar thermal system generally contains two heat  
exchangers: the lower one transfers the heat from the solar circuit 
to the water, the upper one is connected to the boiler and provides 
any secondary heating required. Because of the different densities 
of hot and cold water, temperature stratification takes place in the 
tank. The lighter hot water collects in the upper regions of the tank, 
the heavier cold water in the bottom. 

iNTeLLigeNT eNgiNeeRiNg, eASy hANdLiNg
TiSuN solar systems combine maximum efficiency with minimum 
 effort. all components are perfectly matched to each other and 
reveal their capabilities in harmonic interaction. as one of the 
most advanced production facilities in europe – with innumerable 
awards, seals of quality and their own patents – TiSuN can provide 
the optimum solar solution for any project: innovative tech nology, 
quickly installed, easy to handle. a broad distribution network 
 supplies the globe with clean solar energy.

3) After 30 mins.
Tank cold, approx. +30 °C

5) After 125 mins.
upper tank at +40 °C
Centre of tank at +30 °C
lower tank at +15 °C

4) After 75 mins.
Stratified charging at 2 levels

6) After 170 mins.
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pRO-cLeAN® pRO-cLeAN® 2wR
(with 2 corrugated pipes for especially 
fast water heating)

beNefiTS

SecONdARy heAT SOuRce

hot water

oil-fired boiler, gas-fired 
condensing boiler
heat pump

electric screw-in 
 heating element

underfloor heating radiator

PelletsWood, wood chips

even higher tap output (e.g. hotels, wellness centres, spas)!



 pRO-cLeAN®

STRATified TANK fuNcTiONAL diAgRAm

Oil
Gas
Biomass

Collector
Hot 
water

Pro-Clean® solar stratified tank

DHW 
mixing valve

Cold water

Radiators UFH

 pRO-cLeAN® 2wR 
STRATified TANK fuNcTiONAL diAgRAm

Oil
Gas
Biomass

Heat pump

Collector
Hot 
water

Pro-Clean® solar stratified tank

DHW 
mixing valve

Cold water

Radiators UFH

TiSuN SOLAR STRATified TANK – cAN be cOm-
biNed wiTh ALL heATiNg SySTemS
With Pro-Clean®, TiSuN has introduced an amazing all-round talent 
for water heating and backup heating to the market: strong, stylish 
and multi-compatible. from solar systems through heat pumps, gas, 
oil or biomass boilers to tiled stoves – our Pro-Clean® stratified 
tank gets on with any heat source. a multifunctional energy centre,  
which performs at its best in combination with biomass heating  
systems such as pellets or wood. Thanks to its straightforward 
technology and low space requirement the TiSuN superstar can 
also be integrated retrospectively into any heating system. in terms 
of service life it already beats normal heating systems hands down. 
faults or expensive repairs are double Dutch to our Pro-Clean®: it 
neither knows nor understands such words. 

pRO-cLeAN® 2wR fOR dOubLed TAp OuTpuT
after successful tuning the TiSuN stratified tank now switches to 
turbo with two corrugated pipes and double tap output:  Pro-Clean® 

2Wr is an unbeatable and dependable power pack specially 
 designed for hotels and large systems requiring high-capacity hot 
water supply round the clock. The heart of the solar stratified tank 
is what is known as a spherical exchanger, which stratifies the water 
–  according to the laws of gravity – and thus always delivers the 
optimum temperature. Without any need for pumps, valves or control 
systems.

The TiSuN SuPerSTarS:
pRO-cLeAN® ANd pRO-cLeAN® 2wR
 

pROducT AdvANTAgeS
■ optimum use of solar energy for hot water and heating with 

stratified charging
■ hygienic fresh water heating using a special corrugated 

stainless-steel pipe (Pro-Clean®)
■ improved economic efficiency for every heating system (solar, 

biomass, heat pump)
■ Constant, especially fast hot water output (Pro-Clean®)
■ Simple functional concept without complicated technology 

 (natural principle)
■ Space-saving design with minimum heat loss thanks to highly 

efficient thermal insulation
■ 5-year guarantee
■ Patented system (Pro-Clean®)
■ Tank volume from 500 to 5,000 litres
■ long service life

AReAS Of uSe
■ individual homes and multiple dwellings
■ Camping sites
■ Commercial sites
■ guest houses and hotels
■ Sports facilities 
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reference house: 9 kW heat load at -15 °C ambient temperature 
location: Würzburg, germany, collector orientation 0° south, 30° tilt, average flow temperature 33 °C

iNTeLLigeNT wATeR iNfLOw AbSORbeR TechNOLOgy

Size deTeRmiNATiON wiTh SOLAR cOLLecTORS

PC 500 l
of which 160 l hW

PC 800 l
of which 250 l hW

PC 1000 l
of which 250 l hW

PC 1250 l
of which 250 l hW

PC 1500 l
of which 320 l hW

PC 2000 l
of which 320 l hW

PC 2500 l
of which 320 l hW

Practical tank size

PC 3000 l
of which 400 l hW
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Tap output (hot water)
∆T2 bei 30 l/min °C 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

∆T2 bei 40 l/min °C 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4

∆T2 bei 50 l/min °C 10 8 8 8 8 7 7 6 6 6 6

∆T2 bei 70 l/min °C – – – – – 11 11 10 9 9 8

Area of use
(hot water)3 AW4 1-2 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-9 1-11 1-12 1-14

Combinable with ST 10-40 ST 10-40
ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 60 ST 60 ST 60

Hot water tap output and spherical exchanger sizing for Pro-Clean® stratified tank

Type
PC
500

PC
800

PC
1000B

PC
1000S

PC
1250

PC
1500

PC
2000

PC
2500

PC
3000

PC
4000

PC
5000

Tank volume 520 l 760 l 980 l 980 l 1250 l 1490 l 1930 l 2430 l 2910 l 3920 l 4950 l

Single
discharge capacity1 60°C 400 l 600 l 810 l 810 l 1050 l 1290 l 1710 l 2150 l 2610 l 3560 l 4475 l

50°C 285 l 430 l 580 l 580 l 750 l 920 l 1220 l 1535 l 1865 l 2540 l 3200 l

LONg SeRvice Life
The special stainless-steel pipe inside the tank provides the domestic 
hot water for your household. in contrast to classical boilers our 
Pro-Clean® never rusts. This is impossible because we use stainless 
steel.

NO ScALiNg hAzARd
even scale doesn‘t have a chance in the Pro-Clean® system, thanks 
to the special shape and length of the corrugated pipe. 

mAiNTeNANce-fRee TANK OpeRATiON
you should also be aware of the following: Pro-Clean® stratified 
tanks guarantee absolute maintenance-free operation (no anode 
maintenance necessary)! how? Because of the stainless-steel 
corrugated pipe naturally; it‘s worth its weight in gold.

LARge hOT wATeR cApAciTy
The corrugated profile of the pipe wall generates strong eddies 
when water flows through, together with a large exchanger surface 
area – increasing the hot water capacity many times.

geRm-fRee heATiNg (LegiONeLLA-fRee)
Thanks to the low overall volume on the domestic hot water side 
and regular water replacement no bacteria (legionella) can collect. 
additional anti-legionella heating is thus unnecessary and the 
solar heating system can provide more energy for hot water. With 
Pro-Clean® only fresh, healthy water comes from your taps – and 
hygiene lives up to its name.

pRO-cLeAN® – a CleaN JoB!
geRm-fRee hOT wATeR ANd fReSh wATeR heATiNg
our innovative stratified tank Pro-Clean® really lives up to its name. Thanks to its special corrugated stainless-steel pipe germs are nipped 
in the bud. But that‘s not its only strength by far.
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Polyester fibre fleece (fibres perpendi-
cular to the tank wall) adapts to the tank 
wall and sleeves like a wedge.  

Compared to conventional fleece insula-
tion, polyester fibre fleece distinguishes 
itself thanks to its dimensional stability 
and optimum insulating qualities.



pROducT AdvANTAgeS
■ Patented
■ elegant, functional and extremely durable, also insulates 

against noise
■ Heavy version for PC, Ph and PS, light version for fS and Be-

SSP-e
■ optimum insulating qualities: 0.035 W/mK (heavy) and 0.040 W/mK 

(light)
■ Wedge shape for exact fit on the tank wall
■ fire resistance class B1 to DiN 4102 – low flammability
■ CfC- and hCfC-freei
■ No chemicals >> friendly to skin, breathable, safe for allergy 

sufferers
■ 100 % recyclable!
■ resistant to mould and pest infestation

The PerfeCT cOAT
TiSuN pOLyeSTeR fibRe fLeece: wARm, 
 beAuTifuL, RObuST

for the best, only the best: TiSuN solar tanks are fitted with an 
insulation shell of innovative polyester fibre fleece. its optimum 
properties such as top-class insulating qualities, high temperature 
tolerance, relatively low weight and elegant appearance make it 
quite outstanding. The effective insulation is 100 % recyclable and 
considerably more resilient than conventional fleece insulation on 
the market. its special wedge shape means the shell can be exactly 
fitted to the tank wall, effectively preventing the so-called flue 
leakage.

TiSuN polyester fibre fleece is available in two types: a heavy 
type, with an insulation value of 0.035 W/mK and a light type at 
0.040 W/mK. We’re happy to advise you on the right choice.

The TiSuN polyester fibre fleece (bottom image) guarantees best thermal properties 
compared to conventional insulation (top image).
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hoT STuff:
pRO-heAT ANd pS
TiSuN SOLAR STRATified TANK fOR ANy heATiNg 
SySTem
our Pro-heat even gets your heating system hot under the collar. The 
fast solar stratified tank with intelligent spherical exchanger supports 
any heating system with an optimum water supply. Stratified charging 
of the backup tank prevents the cold water from mixing with previously 
heated water (our thanks go to gravity). inflow absorbers additionally 
ensure that stratification is retained (our thanks go to us). 

AReAS Of uSe:
■ in solar heating systems and backup heating
■ in biomass systems as a backup tank
■ in heat pump systems as a central heating tank

1

2

3

pROducT AdvANTAgeS
■ optimum solar energy utilisation for heating thanks to stratified 

charging.
■ improved economic efficiency for every heating system (solar, 

biomass, heat pump)
■ Simple functional concept without complicated technology 

(natural principle)
■ Space-saving design with minimum heat loss thanks to highly 

efficient thermal insulation
■ 5-year guarantee
■ expandable with the PS heating system
■ Tank volume from 500 to 5,000 litres
■ long service life

1  Spherical exchanger – for 
optimum stratified charging 
without tank mixing.

2  polyester fibre fleece 
insulation (best thermal 
properties).

3  inflow absorbers (for 
 retaining stratification).

1  inflow pipe – universal 
 inflow pipe facilitates smooth 
stratification in the tank.

2  polyester fibre fleece 
insulation (best thermal 
properties).

pRO-heAT pS wiTh 
iNfLOw pipe

1

2
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fReSh wATeR TANK  
fS/2R

1  corrugated stainless-steel 
pipe 

 (germ-free domestic hot 
water)

2  Solar smooth pipe register 
 (for solar charging)
3  polyester fibre fleece

 insulation

1  corrugated stainless-steel 
pipe 

 (germ-free domestic hot 
water)

2  Solar smooth pipe register 
 (for solar charging)
3  polyester fibre fleece

 insulation

1

2

3

fReSh wATeR TANK  
fS/1R

1

2

3



wATeR oN!
TiSuN SOLAR TANK

if only domestic hot water is heated by solar energy the TiSuN hot 
water tanks is the ideal solution. With its high-quality enamelling 
it meets not only the highest demands on hygiene, but is also very 
nice to look at.

our fresh water tank with corrugated stainless-steel pipe ensures 
hot, clean water and supports the heating system. its continuous 
heating process guarantees a maximum of hygiene.

1  pipe heating coil/secondary 
heating register

2  Lower solar register (with 
large surface area for

 rapid heating)
3  Soft polyurethane foam 

insulation (up to 500 l) 
 polyester fibre fleece 

insulation (from 750 l)
4  direct enamelling diN 

4753

be-SSp-e hOT wATeR 
TANK

AdvANTAgeS Of The fReSh wATeR TANK
■ Simple utilisation of solar energy for hot water and heating
■ germ-free fresh water heating using special corrugated stainless-

steel pipe
■ improved economic efficiency for every heating system (solar, 

biomass, heat pump)
■ Constant, exceptionally fast hot water supply
■ Simple functional concept without complicated technology (natural 

principle))
■ Space-saving design
■ 5-year guarantee, patented system
■ Secondary heating with all traditional heating systems
■ long service life

AdvANTAgeS Of The hOT wATeR TANK
■ high-quality enamelling
■ efficient combination of solar collectors and secondary heat 

sources
■ Particularly suitable for domestic hot water heating
■ 5-year guarantee
■ long service life

1

4

2

3
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Solar station with flow meter 
(single-line)

Solar stations with flow meter 
(dual-line)

Solar stations with 
sensor and control unit

Solar stations with sensor, control unit and 
high-efficiency pump a



a SuNNy fAmiLy
TiSuN cOmpONeNTS: wiTh highLy efficieNT 
eNeRgy-SAviNg pump

The carbon footprint in view, the solar heating system under tight 
control. TiSuN solar stations are a completely new product deve-
lopment – specifically coordinated with the TiSuN product range. 
all models can be distinguished by their compact design, ease of 
handling and immediate operational readiness. 

dO yOu SpeAK SOLAR?
your carbon footprint: digital, fast and simple. TiSuN solar control 
units store your data for 200 days, are available in eight language 
versions (De, eN, iT, fr, eS, PT, Nl, hu) and can be used in a wide 
variety of solar and normal heating systems. our double-loop solar 
control unit can be expanded to form a multiple-loop control unit, 
especially for individually controllable, large systems (including 
retrofitting).

pROducT AdvANTAgeS
■ integrated energy-saving mode 
■ Solar control unit can be expanded modularly
■ With highly efficient energy-saving pump (energy class a)
■ anti-lock function for circulation pumps
■ Phase controlled speed control
■ electronic heat quantity metering with digital sensors
■ Permanent data storage (up to 200 days) with graphical display on 

screen
■ large backlit lCD display and clearly arranged user interface
■ Solar station complete with wiring

SD Datalog kit (screenshots)
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Pro-Clean® specifications

Type
Overall height 

with 
insulation

Dia. with
insulation

Dia. without
insulation

Width A with
insulation

Width B with
insulation

Tilt height Weight

PC 500 1860 mm 850 mm 650 mm 1020 mm 1175 mm 1820 mm 178 kg

PC 800 2010 mm 950 mm 750 mm 1105 mm 1280 mm 1975 mm 210 kg

PC 1000B 2050 mm 1050 mm 850 mm 1180 mm 1380 mm 2020 mm 240 kg

PC 1000S 2220 mm 990 mm 790 mm 1140 mm 1320 mm 2185 mm 235 kg

PC 1250 2300 mm 1100 mm 900 mm 1235 mm 1440 mm 2270 mm 276 kg

PC 1500 2290 mm 1200 mm 1000 mm 1320 mm 1540 mm 2280 mm 303 kg

PC 2000 2380 mm 1300 mm 1100 mm 1400 mm 1640 mm 2380 mm 360 kg

PC 2500 2270 mm 1500 mm 1300 mm 1600 mm 1840 mm 2350 mm 448 kg

PC 3000 2760 mm 1470 mm 1250 mm 1530 mm 1790 mm 2780 mm 458 kg

PC 4000 2390 mm 1820 mm 1600 mm 1830 mm 2130 mm 2520 mm 550 kg

PC 5000 2900 mm 1820 mm 1600 mm 1830 mm 2130 mm 3020 mm 630 kg

Pro-Heat specifications

Type
Overall height 

with 
insulation

Dia. with
insulation

Dia. without
insulation

Width A with
insulation

Breite B mit  
Isolierung

Tilt height Weight

PH 500 1860 mm 850 mm 650 mm 1020 mm 1175 mm 1820 mm 100 kg

PH 800 2010 mm 950 mm 750 mm 1105 mm 1280 mm 1975 mm 120 kg

PH 1000B 2050 mm 1050 mm 850 mm 1180 mm 1380 mm 2020 mm 140 kg

PH 1000S 2220 mm 990 mm 790 mm 1140 mm 1320 mm 2185 mm 140 kg

PH 1250 2300 mm 1100 mm 900 mm 1235 mm 1440 mm 2270 mm 170 kg

PH 1500 2290 mm 1200 mm 1000 mm 1320 mm 1540 mm 2280 mm 190 kg

PH 2000 2380 mm 1300 mm 1100 mm 1400 mm 1640 mm 2380 mm 240 kg

PH 2500 2270 mm 1500 mm 1300 mm 1600 mm 1840 mm 2350 mm 300 kg

PH 3000 2760 mm 1470 mm 1250 mm 1530 mm 1790 mm 2780 mm 365 kg

PH 4000 2390 mm 1820 mm 1600 mm 1830 mm 2130 mm 2520 mm 420 kg

PH 5000 2900 mm 1820 mm 1600 mm 1830 mm 2130 mm 3020 mm 500 kg

Pro-Clean®

Tank

Pro-heat
Tank
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BE-SSP-E specifications

Type Nominal volume Diameter
Dia. without

insulation
Height  Tilt height

Weight 
when 

packed

BE-SSP-E 200 192 lt 540 mm - 1473 mm 1530 mm 75 kg

BE-SSP-E 300 295 lt 600 mm - 1834 mm 1892 mm 116 kg

BE-SSP-E 400 380 lt 700 mm - 1631 mm 1738 mm 132 kg

BE-SSP-E 500 470 lt 700 mm - 1961 mm 2044 mm 149 kg

BE-SSP-E 750 750 lt 950 mm 750 mm 2020 mm 2072 mm 221 kg

BE-SSP-E 1000 995 lt 1050 mm 850 mm 2045 mm 2135 mm 272 kg

Fresh water tank specifications

Type
Overall height 

without 
insulation

Overall height 
with 

insulation

Dia. without
insulation

Dia. with
insulation

Tilt height
Weight
without 
register

Weight
with 

register

FS 375/1R 1675 mm 1725 mm 550 mm 710 mm 1695 mm 122 kg 142 kg

FS 500/1R 1790 mm 1860 mm 650 mm 850 mm 1820 mm 178 kg 200 kg

FS 800/1R 1940 mm 2010 mm 750 mm 950 mm 1975 mm 210 kg 240 kg

FS 1000-S/1R 2150 mm 2220 mm 790 mm 990 mm 2185 mm 235 kg 270 kg

PS specifications

Type
Overall height 

with insulation1

Dia. with
insulation

Dia. without
insulation

Tilt height Weight

PS 500 1.860 mm 850 mm 650 mm 1.800 mm 130 kg

PS 800 2.010 mm 950 mm 750 mm 1.965 mm 155 kg

PS 1000B 2.050 mm 1.050 mm 850 mm 2.020 mm 185 kg

PS 1000S 2.220 mm 990 mm 790 mm 2.180 mm 185 kg

PS 1250 2.300 mm 1.100 mm 900 mm 2.270 mm 215 kg

PS 1500 2.290 mm 1.200 mm 1.000 mm 2.280 mm 247 kg

PS 2000 2.380 mm 1.300 mm 1.100 mm 2.380 mm 305 kg

Not held in stock (delivery time approx. 6 to 8 weeks)

PS 2500 2.270 mm 1.500 mm 1.300 mm 2.350 mm 380 kg

PS 3000 2.770 mm 1.470 mm 1.250 mm 2.780 mm 415 kg

PS 4000 2.400 mm 1.820 mm 1.600 mm 2.520 mm 510 kg

PS 5000 2.910 mm 1.820 mm 1.600 mm 2.945 mm 520 kg
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